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Most Christians sense that something vital is missing from their walk with the Lord. We are easily

discouraged and bogged down in busyness, boredom, mediocrity, and routine. In this energizing

new book, Dr. Jeremiah opens our eyes to how we can live a life that exudes an attitude of hope

and enthusiasm . . . a life of passion . . . a life wide open!
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Using this book for a bible class I am teaching. David Jeremiah is a favorite of mine. Outstanding

and biblically sound!

This is a wonderful and delightful journey. I love this out of print encouraging book.

One of his best books! Many worthwhile ideas and advice even for the non evangelical.



Great

This is the kind of book I go back to often because I have hi-lighted sentences and paragraphs that

have special meaning. It is the kind of book I will pull down from my book shelves often and re-read.

If I were to give a definition of the meaning of passion in life I would say it's the inward motivation

and determination to succeed. Many have this type of passion. The work place, the discipline of

academics, sports there are many ways passion driven people use that inward motivation to

accomplish there life's dreams. But many of us also know that after the accomplishment we still feel

unfulfilled. Why is this so? What causes us to become bored so quick? What makes the difference?

David Jeremiah in this book Life wide open explains that one can have a spiritual and practical

vision of what our life can be, if we only tap into the resources God has given us. We will always

meet the back seat driver who will second guess our every step. The question is are we willing to

look beyond the cynic and reach up to the heavens in prayer and ask the Lord of heaven and earth

"give me a mission to serve you" then go out and do it. The believer in Jesus Christ has the Holy

Spirit within, the cause of all passion and desire to extend the Kingdom of the Lord. The question we

need to ask ourselves is why do we spend most of our desires on things that can never fulfill our

lives? The four reasons David Jeremiah gives on page 96-97 is 1. Your Faithful response to God's

opportunities will pay dividends in time and eternity. 2. It will cost you and others dearly if you fail to

grasp God's opportunities. 3. Your faithful response to God's opportunities will be aided by those

who encourage and support you. 4. Finally walking through God's open doors will serve as an

example to others. With this said take up this book and be encouraged, get excited, but be prepared

to have real fulfillment and spiritual satisfaction that will go into eternity with you.

Dr. Jeremiah is on an adventure and he's sharing the passion with fellow-travelers. The journey is

filled with significance and this book sheds light on some of the mysteries of the ongoing adventure

of a life well-lived, i.e., the abundant, eternal life granted by Jesus Christ. Some of the insights of a

book of this nature could only be penned by an author who writes from experience. No

pie-in-the-sky, theoretical perspective here, Dr. Jeremiah shares principles he's experienced

first-hand from God's Word, the Bible.In reaching the crescendo, his excitement is contagious as he

tells us, "I want to be a pioneer who pushes further and further into that last frontier--the

transformaing presence and power of God." He goes on to tie his passion with that of fellow



travelers from previous generations, when he adds, "for above all, I want to glorify God and enjoy

Him forever."One of the sections that particularly spoke to me was on opened doors. There's a

connection between seeing an open door from God and pursuing the opportunities within that door.

"God's open doors are often disguised as problems" he tells us. Something happens to us in the

process of seizing those God-given opportunities. It is God's way of changing us. This book is

packed with encouraging insight for an immediate hands-on application. It will help you to discover

your "God dream" and pursuit it with passion.

If you have found your spiritual life to have grown stale; if you have reached that dreaded plateu,

David Jeremiah's latest book will infuse you with a hunger to live more passionately for the God who

loves you and sent His Son to die for you.I have read other books by Jeremiah in the past, and

while doctrinally sound, seemed to lack a bite to them. This book, however is written with a free and

easy style that draws the reader further into the core of the subject.You'll be inspired by the fresh

anedotes and stories that permeate Life Wide Open and you'll be challenged by the Scriptural

application that can and should motivate you to greater service for the King.We all should live for

God not because we have to or because we want rewards or because its better than the alternative.

Those are all valid reasons, but the core of our faith should a unrequitting love for the Savior, who

loved us enough to die for us on the cross.I would urge you to take some time and read this book.

And I applaud Dr. Jeremiah for inspiring newfound passion in believers through his latest work and

study.
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